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Cloud computing covers the large spectrum of services available on the internet. Cloud services use
replication to ensure high availability. Within database replication, various copies of the same data item
are stored in different sites, this situation requires managing the consistency of the multiple copies. In
fact, the requirement for consistency level can be different according to application natures and other
metrics; a delay of some minutes in visualizing latest posts in social networks can be tolerated, while
some seconds can make a loss of a bid in an auction system. Wide variety of database management
systems are used actually by cloud services, they support different levels of consistency to meet the
diversity of needs.
This paper draws a presentation of the main characteristics of cloud computing and data management
systems and describes different consistency models. Then it discusses the most famous cloud-based
database management systems from the point of view of their data and consistency models.
Povzetek: Prispevek analizira podatkovna skladišča v oblakih predvsem s stališča konsistentnosti.

1

Introduction

Cloud computing refers to the large spectrum of services
available on the internet. These services manage big
quantities of data with high availability, scalability and
elasticity. Providing availability requires databases
replication. Replication permits the creation and the
management of various copies of data items stored in
different sites.
Consistency concerns the freshness of data and
indicates if copies are the same in the different sites and
witch version of data is returned by queries. In fact,
consistency does not have the same importance for all the
applications and the users. In social networks, a delay of
minutes or even hours in visualizing the posts may not be
a problem. Whilst for an auction system, a delay of few
seconds can cause the loss of a bid.
Various systems are proposed to manage data for
cloud services; they provide a variety of consistency
models and use different data models which are based
either on the classical relational model or on No-SQL
models.
This paper discusses consistency in cloud-based
database management systems. The reminder of this
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
main characteristics of cloud computing. Section 3
presents databases models in cloud. Section 4 explains
the concept of consistency and the dilemma posed by the
CAP theorem; it presents also the different levels and
models of consistency. Section 5 presents some famous

cloud systems and describes the implemented models of
data and consistency. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Cloud computing

Cloud computing includes all forms of services available
on the Internet; that are classified as software, platform
or infrastructure as a service. Cloud services attract
increasingly individuals, startups and big companies by
the fascinating characteristics offered such as
Availability, Scalability and Elasticity [1-4].

2.1

Availability

Queries must be answered within a reasonable time even
there is a huge load of work or under any type of failures.
Availability is guaranteed by replicating databases,
i.e. creating multiple replicas (copies) of the database and
storing them at different sites. Replication can be full
when it concerns the entire database or partial when it
concerns just a part of the database (one or more tables,
one or more partition) [5, 6].
Typically, Replicas are used to increase the
availability of the system. They permit i) to decrease the
latency by distributing queries on different replicas, ii) to
cache site failure by accessing other sites, and iii) to
recover site failure as backups [7].
Synchronous replication control algorithms assume
that replicas are the same all the time. But this is not
possible physically, so outdated replicas are made not
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accessible until they are synchronized. In contrary,
asynchronous algorithms allow accessing to divergent
replicas that will finally converge [8, 9].

2.2

Scalability

This property is related to the capacity of providing large
databases and managing their growing. Scalability is
ensured by partitioning the database, i.e. devising the
database into several disjoint partitions (fragments) that
can be stored in different sites. Partitioning database
offers the possibility of incrementing infinitely the
capacity of storage by adding new hardware [6].
Partitioning has two general types: Vertical and
Horizontal. In vertical type each partition contains a set
of columns of the database; while in horizontal type
(called communally sharding) the database is divided
into sets of rows. The two types of partitioning can be
combined to obtain a better strategy [10].

2.3

Elasticity

Elasticity called also elastic scalability refers to the
flexibility of scaling up and down quickly in order to
support the change of the requirements. Elasticity is the
most important property that attracts companies to the
cloud as it permits to pay accurately according to use.

3

Database models in cloud
computing

Data storage in the cloud uses both of the classical
relational model and the new No-SQL architectures.
Relational Databases: These databases respect the
classical relational model proposed by E.F.Codd [11].
Relational databases structure data into tables composed
of columns and rows, with a unique primary key and
possible foreign keys. They provide the CRUD (Create,
Read, Update and Delete) basic operations, and also
operations across several tables.
Relational databases dominate the market of
databases for more than twenty years; this success is due
to its stability and consistency. These characteristics are
guaranteed via transactional mechanisms that are
implemented by the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency,
Isolation and Durability) properties [12].
SQL (Structured Query Language) is the most used
for requesting and maintaining relational databases.
Database Management Systems (DBMS) are
responsible to store, retrieve, secure, replicate and realize
backups of databases. The most famous Relational
Databases Management Systems (RDBMS) are: Oracle,
MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Postgres.
No-SQL Databases:
No-SQL databases (‘Not only SQL’ or ‘Not relational’)
is a family of databases or more appropriate data stores
that support all schemas of data characterized as
structured, semi-structured and unstructured. No-SQL
databases provide a high level of availability, scalability
and elasticity. These features make No-SQL databases
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increasingly used for big data and qualified as the
databases for the next-generation of web applications
[13, 14].
Unlike the relational databases, No-SQL databases
do not have a unified data model. Also, the level of
operations is different; some systems provide only simple
read-write operations, while others support more
advanced operations. These differences lead to more than
one hundred No-SQL databases which are principally
classified into four categories [2, 3, 15, 23]:
i. Key-value Databases: this model permits to store all
schemas of data, as (key, value) pairs. A unique key
is assigned to every value and permits to access the
value. The value can be a simple data item, or a set of
key-value pairs.
Example of key-value databases are: App Engine
Data Store, Redis, Riak, etc.
ii. Column-oriented Databases: this model holds
structured data in tables that are organized in rows
like in relational databases. The difference is that
columns can be different from one row to another.
Also, a column can also regroup a set of columns. In
other hand, operations across tables are not
supported.
Examples of column-oriented databases are: Google
BigTable, Cassandra, etc.
iii. Document-based Databases: this model is used to
store unstructured data, where keys addressed
generally XML (eXtensible Markup Language) or
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) documents. No
restrictions on data type or documents length are
imposed.
Examples of Document-based stores are: CoucheDB,
MongoDB, RavenDB, etc.
iv. Graph Databases: this model allows storing data
and relationships between them using graphs; nodes
store data and arcs store relationships. The support of
dynamic relationship makes this model the most
appropriate for social networks.
Examples of graph databases are: Neo4j,
HyperGraphDB, Infinite Graph, etc.
We stress that all No-SQL architectures are basically
based on the key-value model.

4

Consistency

Mutual consistency or simply consistency refers how to
propagate updates between the different copies of
replicated items. It concerns the state of data items in
different sites; if they are the same or not. Also, how
users see data items, if they see the same value, or they
are allowed to see different values [6, 22].
Figure 01 shows a cloud system where the item X is
duplicated in three sites. In an ideal situation, all copies
of X have the same value (V1=V2=V3), this classical
level of consistency is the most suitable, but it is hard to
implement in distributed systems as it is proved by the
CAP theorem as explained below.
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Figure 1: Distributed system with replication.

We mention here that the cloud is considered as a
large geo-distributed system; data is largely replicated to
ensure availability in the case of concurrent queries and
recovery in case of failure. The different replicas can be
located in the same datacenter or over different geodistributed datacenters that can located in different
continents; in this case the communication between
replicas is very expensive.

4.1

CAP theorem

The CAP theorem (Figure 02) states that shared-data
systems can ensure at most two of three properties:
Consistency, Availability, and Partition tolerance at the
same time [16, 17].

Figure 2: CAP theorem.

Choosing two properties between Availability,
Partitioning tolerance and Consistency in the cloud is not
easy; Availability and Partitioning are primordial and
Consistency is vital for reliability. Cloud systems do not
avoid absolutely one of the three properties, and propose
generally a compromise between the three properties,
which leads to support degraded levels of each one. A
description of consistency levels is presented by the next
section.
PACELC [18] extends CAP and states that the
compromise is not all the time between Availability and
Partitioning and Consistency; during network Partition
(P) the compromise is between Availability (A) and
Consistency (C). Else (E), the compromise is between
Latency (L) and Consistency (C). The latency measures
the delay of getting a reply.

4.2

Consistency levels

Consistency levels are influenced by the type of
replication control protocol; i) Synchronous protocols
propagate updates to all the replicas at the same time and

in the same order. These protocols present strong
consistency (immediate consistency). ii) Asynchronous
protocols allow updating one replica while other outdated
replicas are still accessible. iii) Hybrid protocols
propagate updates synchronously between some replicas.
Asynchronous and hybrid protocols present different
levels of consistency according to which replicas are
accessible, and the number of replicas that must be
written and read before replying to queries [18, 19].
Quorum-based systems are proposed to achieve strong
consistency by using the majority of replicas; Paxos is
the most known protocol in this area [47].
The level of consistency is chosen according to the
system nature and user’s needs. Transactional systems
like they proposed to book a flight ticket, buy an item, or
send a bid are cases where data must be treated with
strong consistency; an inconsistency of few seconds may
make a loss. Social networks are examples of
applications that tolerate weak consistency; a delay in
visualizing the latest posts can be accepted.

4.3

Consistency models

A variety of consistency models degraded from strong to
weak consistency are proposed in the literature, the main
models are [19, 20, 21, 22, 40]:
Strict
consistency
(Atomic
consistency,
Linearizability), is the strictest model of consistency;
updates are propagated between replicas at the same
order according to the real time. Also, reads return the
last written values.
Sequential consistency (Serializability): updates are
ordered according to a logical order applied by all the
replicas, this order can be different from the real order.
Reads return the last values written according to the
logical order.
The eventual consistency model ensures that all
replicas will eventually become consistent even if
requests can read inconsistent values. Different variants
of this model are distinguished according to the
techniques used to manage the inconsistent window:
Causal Consistency is a variation of the eventual
consistency, where only causally related operations are
ordered.
Read-your-writes consistency is a case of causal
consistency where users access always his updates, or a
newer version, and never access an older version.
Session consistency implements the read-your-writes
consistency model during the session.
The bounded staleness consistency model tolerates
reading stale values under some conditions such as
bounding staleness by a specific period of time delta.
This condition is satisfied by propagating updates within
delta.
In Configurable consistency (Tunable consistency)
the user configures the number of replicas accessed
synchronously. Here, the consistency level depends on
the percentage of the replicas requested synchronously;
strong consistency is reached if the number of replicas
for read (R) and write (W) overlap (R+W>=N), N is the
total number of replicas.
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Consistency levels in cloud systems

Wide variety of database management systems are used
actually by cloud services. This section presents the most
famous of them from the point of view of their data and
consistency models [24].

5.1

Amazon propositions

Amazon has several propositions: Simple Storage
Service (S3) [25,29], SimpleDB [26] and DynamoDB
[27, 28] are No-SQL databases that provide high
availability and scalability. Amazon Aurora [30, 31] is a
relational databases management system that provides
strong consistency.
S3 is designed to store large data in buckets: a bucket
is organized as a key-value store, values are generally
objects that represent data files or folders used to
organize data files, folders can be arranged
hierarchically. S3 offers simple operations to create,
write, read and delete buckets, keys and objects. S3 uses
automatic Cross-region replication that allows
asynchronous copying of objects across buckets in
different Regions. This strategy provides eventual
consistency model.
SimpleDB arranges structured data in domains which
consist of items; items are composed of pairs of
(attribute, value); value can contain multiple data.
SimpleDB offers operations for creating, writing, reading
and deleting a domain or an attribute. Operations
manipulate one or various items of the same domain.
Eventual consistency is proposed by default; however it
is possible to choose the strong consistency.
Dynamo uses tables of items, each item contains one
or more attributes. An attribute is composed of (key,
value) pairs. Dynamo provides several operations to
create, write, read and dele table, item and attribute;
which permit to manipulate one or various items of the
same table. Initially, dynamo offers eventual consistency;
a quorum that preserves availability and scalability is
addressed to fulfill operations. However, dynamo makes
it is possible to achieve strong consistency by
configuring the number of requested replicas.
Data models in simpleDB and Dynamo have the
structure of tables. Although, they are not classified as
column-family store because they have simple columns
and not super column families.
Amazon Aurora is a cloud-based relational databases
management system proposed by Amazon Relational
Database Service (RDS). Aurora is built on a MySQL
engine and it is compatible with PostgreSQL. It provides
better availability and scalability comparing to classical
databases engines on RDS. Aurora guarantees strong
consistency by supporting a quorum protocol.

5.2

Google propositions

In its turn, Google published several cloud-based systems
[32] like BigTable [33], Megastore [34], Spanner [35],
Cloud SQL [36], and Cloud datastore [37].
Bigtable stores data in massive tables. Each table is
organized in rows that are accessed by primary keys and
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they contain a set of column-families which can differ
from a row to another. A column-family regroups related
columns and each column contains a single value for a
row. This model allows storing versioned data in
columns regrouped in a column family. Operations
concern atomic single-row and a quorum protocol based
on Paxos algorithm is implemented to provide strong
consistency for write operations, read operations can get
stale data if an update is on progress.
Bigtable is designed to store very large amounts of
data; Google uses it in many applications like: Google
Analytics, Earth, Map and Personalized Search.
Megastore uses schemas of tables to organize data; a
table contains a set of entities that are characterized by a
set of properties. Megastore defines entity groups that are
sets of related tables based on Bigtable. Megastore
provides transactions with full ACID semantics that can
concern data through several tables of the same entity
group, not just data of the same table like the majority of
No-SQL databases. Like Bigtable, Megastore uses Paxos
protocol to provide strong consistency; for each write
operation, a majority of replicas across geographically
distributed datacenters is requested; this strategy
increases the system latency.
Megastore is proposed to build interactive
applications; it is used by well-known Google
applications as: AppEngine, Gmail, Calendar and
Android Market.
Spanner is a key-value database created to fix the
weaknesses of megastore in term of latency. Like
megastore, spanner organizes data in schematized semirelational tables, uses timestamp for versioning data and
use a like SQL-based query language. Spanner propose
an excellent support of transactions with full ACID
properties, it provide strong consistency for distributed
transactions across geographically replicated datacenters;
this is achieved by executing a combination of the twophase-commit protocol and Paxos protocol. Spanner is
largely used within Google's datacenters infrastructures.
Cloud SQL is a RDBMS based on MySQL that
provides classically immediate consistency.
Cloud Datastore is a Document store that organizes
data on kinds of entities; each entity is accessed by a key
and composed of a set of properties storing values that
can have different types even for the same properties.
Cloud Datastore use Multi-Master replication based on
Paxos. Queries are configured to obtain immediate or
eventual consistency.

5.3

Microsoft propositions

Microsoft has also several propositions: Microsoft Azure
Table storage [38], Microsoft Azure DocumentDB [39]
and Microsoft Azure SQL Database [41].
Microsoft Azure Table storage is a key-value store that
stocks large amounts of data in tables. Each table
contains a set of entities: an entity is composed of a
primary key and a set of properties. Table storage
provides strong consistency, and permits to achieve
transactions with ACID properties across tables of the
same partition.
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Microsoft Azure Cosmos DB gathers multiple data
models that include key-value, table, columnar,
document and graph data models. It offers a configurable
consistency model that presents five levels: strong,
bounded-staleness, session, consistent prefix, and
eventual. Strong consistency is associated only with one
Azure region; it uses a linearizability based on a majority
of replicas. The other levels are designed to reinforce
avalability across different regions.
Microsoft Azure SQL Database is a RDBMS in the cloud
built on the Microsoft SQL Server engine that supports
full ACID properties of relational databases and uses a
quorum-based algorithm that provides an acceptable
consistency level with high availability.

data into tables of records with attributes that can store
any type of data. PNUTS offers various operations like
Update, delete, selection of one or more items from a
single table.
PNUTS proposes a per-record timeline consistency
model that offers a consistent view of data to the user; a
master replica is nominated to each record, this replica
receives all the updates concerning the record and
propagates the updates to other replicas in the same
order.
This consistency can be configured; the weak level is
ensured by the options: Read-any, Read-critical (required
version), Test-and-set-write. However, the options:
Read-latest ensures strong consistency.

5.4

5.4.3

5.4.1

Others solutions
Cassandra

Cassandra [42, 43] is an open source column family store
proposed by Facebook for managing massive amounts of
data. Cassandra is inspired from Google BigTable and
Amazon DynamoDB.
The data model of Cassandra uses column families
(tables) that regroup rows; each row in a table is
composed of a key and a list of columns or super
columns. A column is composed of a key, a value and a
timestamp. A super column is a column family that
regroups columns.
Cassandra proposes panoply of consistency models
that can be configured at operation level. These levels are
differentiated according to the requested replicas and
theirs locations; the level ALL involves all the replicas of
the cluster. The levels: One, TWO and THREE involve
at least one, two and three replica (s), respectively. The
level QUORUM involves a quorum of replicas of the
cluster. According to the nodes locations, the following
levels are defined: EACH_QUORUM requires a quorum
of replicas in all data centers. LOCAL_QUORUM
requires a quorum of replicas in the same data center.
And, LOCAL_ONE requires one replica at least in the
local data center. In addition, Cassandra proposes the
SERIAL level that uses linearizable consistency for
achieving lightweight transactions.
LOCAL_SERIAL concerns one datacenter. The
levels listed above are common to read and write
operations. The ANY level is specific only to write
operations; it permits to execute a write operation even if
no required replica is available; the operation writes hints
for downed nodes on others nodes. The changes will be
sent to downed nodes when they recovered.
The consistency level is determined by the number
of replicas solicited for the read (R) and write (W)
operations; if it overlaps the total number of replicas (N)
the consistency is strong (R+W>=N), otherwise the
consistency is weak.

5.4.2

PNUTS

PNUTS [44, 45] proposed by Yahoo! exposes a simple
relational model with flexible schema. PNUTS organizes

Neo4j

Neo4j [46] is a graph based No-SQL databases that
models data using nodes and relationships. Nodes are
used to represent entities, they can be labeled and contain
properties. Relationships present relations between nodes
and can also contain properties.
Neo4j supports full ACID properties and implements
causal consistency to provide an acceptable level of
consistency.

6

Conclusion

Availability, scalability and elasticity are the success
keys of cloud computing. At the storage level, these
properties are guaranteed by partitioning and replicating
databases.
Initially, cloud systems used the relational model that
dominated the market of databases for more than twenty
years. This model is known by its stability and
consistency, which are guaranteed using transactional
mechanisms. However, these mechanisms make the
relational model very rigid and lack required availability
and scalability. In order to meet the cloud needs, a new
generation of relational cloud-based systems that
supports more availability and scalability appeared.
Several applications in cloud prefer No-SQL models that
are proposed initially as simple key-value pairs that
avoid all types of constraints. Bit by bit, No-SQL
Databases use more organized models and integrate some
transactional mechanism. Nevertheless, they still more
flexible comparing to relational model.
In the consistency side and as it is difficult to ensure
availability with strong consistency in large geodistributed systems, cloud systems implement different
consistency models to ensure the best compromise
between availability and consistency. In addition, a lot of
systems propose a tunable consistency that offers the
possibility to choose between numerous proposed
models.
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